C-check planning with the specialists – more services, on schedule, on budget
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Newsflash

Make the most of your next C-check. Plan with our maintenance
and engineering specialists for individualised services and
reliable downtimes.
“Your next C-check and heavy maintenance visit will be your
latest success story – for your aircraft, for your scheduled
operations, for your budget, and even for your customer base.
Think long-standing EASA-approved engineering and
maintenance expertise, reliable aircraft availability, and then
envision more. Our one-stop shop optimises your downtime with
value-adding aircraft solutions, using the right tools for every
need, just like your trusted pocketknife.”
David Ricklin, General Manager Site Geneva, RUAG Aviation
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Save on costs and time, quality remains constant
Practically speaking, planning your C-check and heavy maintenance visit at our one-stop shop
allows you to manage services according to your operational goals and bottom line expectations.
Fulfil all airworthiness requirements, include the latest service bulletins and compliance mandates,
and then create cost efficiencies by choosing additional solutions for upgrading the passenger
experience during the same downtime. Select refurbishments, upgrades, and modifications while
our dedicated maintenance and engineering team ensure transparent processes and regular
communication for keeping your project on track.
Consolidate effort, optimise downtime
As proven specialists in engineering as well as maintenance, our team offers you more. Your
decision to combine your C-check with more services is all part of our one-stop shop approach.
Cosmetic repairs or even full refurbishment – replacing worn carpeting, resurfacing wood veneers,
restyling the cabin interior – installing a new IFE multimedia lounge, upgrading avionics, or
implementing OLED or LED lighting all become streamlined tasks. Even aircraft painting – partial
or full – can be completed during the same C-check downtime, eliminating the need for additional
downtimes and the resulting impact on operations and revenue.
Contact our heavy maintenance specialists and add value to your next C-check. We’ll keep your
aircraft flying profitably.
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